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Econ-O-Lift®
 

 

Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual Introduction 
 
 
 
This manual has been prepared as a reference for service personnel, enabling them to properly service 

and maintain the equipment. 

 

To ensure satisfaction with Gough Econ's products, proper service and maintenance must be provided.  

For this reason, service personnel must fully understand the contents of this manual.  It is 

recommended that a copy of this manual be kept in a place where it is readily accessible to the 

equipment operators and maintenance personnel. 

 

Gough Econ's engineering and service staff are ready at all times to answer any questions.  Please do 

not hesitate to call.  The telephone number is (800) 26-GOUGH. 

 

The information, illustrations and specifications contained in this manual are the most up-to-date at 

the time of printing. 

 

 

GOUGH ECON INC. 
Charlotte, North Carolina USA 
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 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
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Econ-O-Lift® 

Introduction and Attributes 

 

The Econ-O-Lift® is the result of careful designing and thorough development over several years.  It has 

been applied successfully to a wide range of applications.  The Econ-O-Lift® is especially suited to 

applications requiring that product be conveyed and elevated without spillage, degradation, or 

contamination.  The most unique feature of the Econ-O-Lift® is its patented collapsing chain at the 

bucket fill position.   

 

The following illustrates some of the functional and mechanical advantages of the Econ-O-Lift® 

elevator: 

• Conveys and elevates materials efficiently and economically with little or no spillage. 
 

• Modular unit construction allows for future extensions or reconfiguration of the 
elevator. 

 

• Complete 360° rotational discharge of the buckets, allowing for multiple discharges. 
 

• Patented, collapsing chain at fill point allows the elevator to be equipped with 50% 
fewer buckets than other continuous type bucket elevators. 

 

• Elevators are available in totally enclosed or open frame stainless or carbon 
steel construction. 

 

• Multiple fill points are available for custom applications. 
 

• Degradation of the product is kept to an absolute minimum. 
 

• Wet, dry, and sticky materials can be handled. 
 

• Due to the bucket spacing, the design is deeper than other continuous type bucket 
elevators providing greater capacity. 

 

• Buckets are available in plastic, mild steel, and stainless steel. 
 

• Main chains are offered in both steel and plastic. 
 

• Main chains can be lubricated automatically by means of an optional lubricator system. 
 

• CIP (Clean in Place) systems are available to automatically wash the buckets. 
 

• Recirculation of the material is possible with the Econ-O-Lift® system, which can be of 
major importance in product distribution. 

 

• With the unique, patented, collapsing chain, the main chain is in compression, not in 
tension as with normal elevator/conveyor systems. 

 

• Flexible circuit layout allows for singular or duplex casing for conveyor runs. 
 

• The elevator does not dredge the product, which lowers chain loads. 
 

• Low maintenance costs 
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The Econ-O-Lift's® smooth action, 

collapsing chain, and 360° rotational 

discharge make this equipment one of the 

biggest breakthroughs in modern materials 

handling in many years. 

 

The following illustrations show just a few 

of the typical configurations of the Econ-O-

Lift®. 

 

 

Installation 1 

Installation 2 
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Overview 

 

Econ-O-Lift® elevators provide an 

efficient and economical method of 

conveying bulk materials, which 

offers a simple, easy method of 

transporting the materials to various 

points in a circuit. 

 

The elevator's standard casing is 

made from ten- gauge mild steel 

sheet, either totally enclosed or 

open construction as required.  It 

has "U" shaped chain guides to 

support and guide the chain.  At the 

filling point, the "folding" chain 

action brings the buckets together, 

allowing the buckets to be filled 

without spillage between them 

(refer to Illustration Nos. 3 & 4, 

Feed Inlet Collapse Section).  

Throughout the remainder of the 

circuit, the buckets are pitched on 

12" (305mm) centers.  In multiple 

discharge systems, gear-shaped, 

molded, tipping sprockets are fitted 

to the ends of the buckets.  These 

sprockets engage with a rack at the 

desired tipping positions (refer to 

Illustration No. 5, Typical Bucket 

Assembly).  The bucket then turns 

through 360° to give a precisely 

controlled discharge (refer to Illustration No. 6, Bucket Discharge).  Tipping can be accomplished at any 

point on the horizontal or near vertical runs by means of retractable racks, which can be pneumatically, 

electrically, or manually operated.  In every installation which utilizes tipping racks, a final fixed 

Illustration 3 

Illustration 4 
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discharge rack must be located prior to the 

buckets' return to the filling point.  This fixed 

rack insures that all the buckets are emptied 

prior to reentering the filling station.  Tipping 

sprockets may be fitted to either, both, or 

alternate ends of the buckets to give various 

selected tipping arrangements. 

 

If only a single discharge is required, the terminal 

end or tension shaft assembly can be fitted with 

an UHMW tipping disc.  This disc, which simply 

rotates with the shaft, makes tangent contact 

with a molded cam placed on each bucket (refer 

to Illustration No. 7, Tipping Disc).   

 

 

 

 

As the buckets enter the tipping unit, the cam 

engages the disk, holding the bucket so that it 

rotates with the shaft to give a positive 

discharge (refer to Illustration No. 7.) 

Illustration 5 

Illustration 6 

Illustration 7 
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SECTION 

(B) 

INSTALLATION NOTES 
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Equipment Installation 

 

The equipment will arrive shrink-wrapped and clearly identified in accordance with the general 

arrangement drawing supplied by Gough Econ Inc.  Each unit will be labeled with an identification tag 

and assembly position legend and will be stenciled for proper assembly orientation (refer to Illustration 

No. 8, Typical Tag Examples). 

 

When you receive the elevator, handle it carefully.  Do not force the buckets into each other, as this 

may cause distortion and scratching or damage to plastic finishes.  If installation is not expected to 

take place at once, store the parts under cover.  Properly protect the equipment from weather 

elements.  Failure to store the equipment properly may result in the termination of warranties, etc. 

 

Study the general arrangement drawing carefully before proceeding with the assembly.  You should 

review any sanitation related procedures with the Senior Project Engineer.  Some companies prefer to 

silicone caulk unit flanges as they are assembled, while others prefer thin, gasket type material.  The 

flanged joints will be marked starting with 1 or A at the drive unit.  When bolting the sections together, 

it is imperative that you align the channel chain guides correctly.  For this purpose, 1 3/8" x 2" long 

hard wood blocks are required.  Insert the wood blocks into the channel chain guide section until the 

joint is made.  When you have erected, squared, and plumbed the casing to its surroundings, securely 

bolt the casing to the floor and, where possible, attached to intermediate floors or roof structures to 

ensure rigidity.  Supports are the responsibility of the buyer.  Chain sprockets are normally installed 

upon delivery.  These are keyed and marked in pairs to ensure accurate alignment. 

Illustration 8 
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Special Chain Installation 

 

The chain will arrive 

assembled on pallets.  It is 

assembled in twin strands 

connected together with tie 

bars on one foot centers.  As 

dictated by the circuit length, 

the chain may be shipped on 

several pallets.  Dependent 

on the application, the chains 

may be polyacetal (plastic) or 

steel (refer to Illustration No. 

9,  Typical Chain Assembly). 

 

If your system utilizes steel 

chains, clean them first, with 

a commercial degreasing agent, to remove the protective coating, then coat them lightly with 

lubricant.  No preparation is required with polyacetal chain at this point. 

 

Lay the chain on the floor in line with the Econ-O-Lift®, leading toward the lower drive unit.  Note that 

polyacetal chain is unidirectional, with a directional arrow molded onto each link.  The bucket support 

pins are slightly larger than the tie bar pins and occur at every fourth pitch (one foot of chain).  These 

should be facing inward.  The outer collapsing pins occur at every second pitch (six inches of chain) and 

face outward.  Plate stops (button stops on some older chains) are fitted to the inner chain link plates 

to precisely control the angle of the chain in its folded position.  These stops are carefully positioned 

on the link to ensure proper spacing of the buckets.  When the chain is collapsed, check that the bucket 

support pins or bucket trunnions are 6 5/8" on center.  The chain is right hand or left hand, according 

to the direction the trunnion pins are facing.  The collapse or folded angle is the same in either 

direction, so left and right hand chains are identical. 

 

Check that the tie bar connect pins are also on the inside of the chain and, when folded upwards, 

ensure that cotter pin holes are in line.  If not one of the chains are backwards. 

 

The chains may be in several lengths with make up pieces as required.  Circlip connectors are provided 

every fourth pitch (12").  When joining chains, ensure that individual pieces are correctly arranged.  Tie 

Illustration 9 
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bars should be fitted through the hollow pins.  The chains should then be inserted simultaneously into 

the end of the drive unit cover, onto the drive sprockets and into the feed section.  The two chains are 

correctly aligned by the tie bars fitted at 12" centers midway between the buckets and secured by the 

clips provided.  The tie bars should not be used to pull the chain around.  Short pieces of 3/4" (20mm) 

tube are recommended. 

 

With the drive motor disconnected, the drive shaft may be rotated to drive the chain into the Econ-O-

Lift®.  The first link of the chain automatically negotiates the specially shaped track in the feed section 

and assumes the correct folded position, subject to "tension" adjustment later (refer to Illustration Nos. 

3 & 4, Feed Inlet Collapse Section).  Take special care at this stage that the chains are moving smoothly 

and simultaneously while being pushed by the drive sprocket.  At the corner positions, the leading link 

must be guided on the sprocket before proceeding.  Once the chain is worked into the unit and up to 

the first vertical sprocket tower, a winch or hoist system is needed to assist in pulling the chains up the 

tower. 

 

Finally, connect the two ends of the chain with the circlip connections provided.  The chain should first 

be turned manually to check that the assembly is moving smoothly and freely in the circuit.  Connect 

the power drive and run under power before installing the buckets. 
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Fitting the Drive 

 

Due to the Econ-O-Lift's® chain being compressed, rather than in tension, the drive must be positioned 

such that the chain is pushed into the feed inlet area.  Note that this is the main factor in determining 

the "hands" of parts or assemblies (refer to Illustration No. 10, Drive Positions).  When positioned facing 

the closed end of the feed section, left hand parts and assemblies will be on the left. 

 

The drive is assembled with a friction clutch (torque limiter) as standard unless the unit is large enough 

to warrant a shear pin assembly (refer to Illustration No. 10 for Drive Position and Illustration No. 11 for 

Torque Limiter Detail).  The main driven sprocket is fitted with a safety device, which is required.  As 

the elevator is initially set up, the clutch should be loose, to allow it to slip easily (refer to the Torque 

Limiter Adjustment Section).  The clutch will need to be tightened slowly as buckets and or product are 

added to the system.  A shear pin drive will need to be assembled with a light duty shear pin for the 

bucket installation and replaced with a full load size pin once the unit is ready for production (refer to 

Illustration No. 12, Shear Pin Hub).  Remember to check the drive chain tension and alignment before 

start-up.  It may have shifted during the transport to site. 

Illustration 10 
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Illustration 11 

Illustration 12 
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Torque Limiter Adjustment (Friction Clutch) 

 

The torque limiter or "slipping" clutch is primarily a friction type protection device which may be 

adjusted to automatically slip at predetermined loads an reengage when overload is relieved (refer to 

Illustration No. 11, Torque Limiter).  The slipping load is adjusted by the screwed locking collar.  Final 

adjustment should be made when the Econ-O-Lift® is running and carrying normal load by tightening the 

ring until full load is being transmitted without slip.  Tighten slightly beyond this point and lock by 

means of screws provided.  Do not weld the unit up solid or over-tighten.  This may result in equipment 

damage or injury to personnel. 

 

On larger circuits, which develop a drive torque outside the range of commercial torque limiters, a 

shear pin hub device is used (refer to Illustration No. 12, Shear Pin Hub).  This device carries a 

predetermined shear pin size.  It must be used in conjunction with an anti-runback bearing on the 

loaded side of the chain tower located at the top corner unit.  In the event a shear pin should fail, the 

main chains will not reverse due to the uneven load of material in the elevator tower.  Several shear 

pin sizes are supplied, so that during the initial installation a light duty pin may be used.  Once product 

is ready to run, the light duty pin should be replaced with the appropriate size pin for full load.  Always 

reposition the chain guard provided prior to running the elevator. 
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Buckets 

 

There is a range of bucket materials available, including carbon steel, polypropylene, and commercially 

finished stainless steel.  Standard sizes offered are 9, 18, and 24 inch widths; however, special widths 

can be fabricated when required (refer to Illustration No. 4, Typical Bucket Assembly). 

 

The buckets are easily installed by removing the cover panels on the inspection unit which exposes the 

chain.  The inspection unit is normally the first vertical make-up unit in the vertical column (refer to 

Illustration No. 13, Inspection Unit).  Once these panels have been removed, remove the cotter pins 

from the tie bars so the chain can be spread apart.  Then, simply spread the chain apart and insert the 

buckets, making sure that the lips on the buckets trail the direction of travel through the load section 

(refer to Note on Illustration No. 4).  Make sure the trunnion pins are pushed well into the bucket 

trunnions before moving the chain.  Then reassemble the tie bar into position and insert the cotter 

pins.  Care should be taken to be sure the cotter pins are curled backwards around the chain pins so 

that nothing is fouled up through the system.  Continue this process until you have a complete circuit of 

buckets.  Once the complete circuit is installed, replace the inspection unit cover panels before running 

the elevator. 

Illustration 13 
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Bucket Capacities 

 

The following information is required to calculate elevator throughputs.  Remember, the bucket 

working capacity is recommended not to exceed 60% fill. 

 
 

Polypropylene 
 

Steel 
 
Bucket 
 Size 

 
 

100% Fill 
 

60% Fill 
 

100% Fill 
 

60% Fill 
 

9 in. 
 

222 cu. in. 
(3584 cc) 

 
133 cu. in. 
(2150 cc) 

 
250 cu. in. 
(4097 cc) 

 
150 cu. in. 
(2458 cc) 

 
12 in. 

 
---- 

 
---- 

 
330 cu. in. 
(5408 cc) 

 
198 cu. in. 
(3245 cc) 

 
18 in. 

 
437 cu. in. 
(7160 cc) 

 
262 cu. in. 
(4296 cc) 

 
500 cu. in. 
(8194 cc) 

 
300 cu. in. 
(4916 cc) 

 
24 in. 

 
580 cu. in. 
(9540 cc) 

 
348 cu. in. 
(5724 cc) 

 
660 cu. in. 
(10,816 cc) 

 
396 cu. in. 
(6490 cc) 

 

Throughputs 

It is not recommended to exceed 45 feet per minute on the Econ-O-Lift® without engineering review by 
Gough Econ. 
 
The formula for bucket capacity is as follows based on the assumption that the feed to the elevator is 
controlled. 

       Tx65000 
C = ------------- 
         WxS  T  =  Tons/Hour 

W  =  Weight/Cu.Ft. 
C  =  Bucket Capacity (Cu.Ins.) 
S  =  Speed (Buckets Per Min.) 

 

To illustrate how the size of the bucket is determined, look at the following example: 

An application requires handling of 3 tons/hr. of material weighing 45 lb./cu.ft.  The bucket material 
selected is plastic and the line speed is 30 FPM. 
 

C  =  Bucket Capacity Required (Cu.In.) 
W  =  45 lb./cu.ft. 
S  =  30 FPM 
T  =  3 tons/hr. 
 
       Tx65000          3x65000 
C = -------------      = ------------- =  145 cu.in. 
         WxS           45x30 

 
Therefore, a 9 in. plastic bucket will suffice for the required capacity.  Note:  Recommended working 
maximum is 60% and under no circumstances must the fill level exceed 80%. 
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Bucket Lipping in Fill Station 

 

At the feed point, the buckets close together so the lip of the bucket overlaps the leading edge of the 

trailing bucket (refer to Illustration No. 4).  During this operation, each bucket is held level by the 

leveling cam.  The leveling cam, fitted to one side of the bucket, makes contact with the leveling bars 

that extend through the length of the feed section.  The leveling bars are adjustable, vertically, to 

control the leveling.  When these bars are adjusted correctly, the bucket is free to rotate 1/8" in each 

direction.  The leveling bars should never be adjusted tightly against the bucket leveling cam (refer to 

the load unit assembly illustration in the spare parts section of the manual to identify the leveling bars, 

shown as items D & E). 

 

Too much "slack" chain in the circuit will result in the chain rollers striking the underside of the sloping 

track as it leaves the "collapse" section.  Too much tension is indicated by a tendency to pull the 

buckets apart prematurely and create gaps between the buckets in the feed section.  Tension 

adjustment is made by the take-up bearing, normally fitted at the top, or tail end, of the Econ-O-Lift® 

(refer to Illustration No. 14, Tension Unit Steel Chain). 

 

Illustration 14 
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Econ-O-Lift® applications utilizing plastic chains are fitted with an interlocking drive assembly, located 

on the bottom corner unit (refer to Illustration No. 15, Interlocking Drive Assembly).  This chain drive 

connects the bottom two shaft assemblies to achieve a smoother chain action and better control of the 

"collapsing" chains in the fill section.  This is required because plastic chain is more susceptible to 

stretching or growth with temperature changes, etc.  When utilizing an interlocking drive, any 

adjustment to overall chain tension must be made with the interlocking drive disconnected.  If the 

interlocking drive is left connected, adjustment of the take-up bearing will only affect the chain 

between the interlocking drive and the tension unit.  If a counterweight take-up is incorporated, the 

weights must be supported before disconnecting the chain. 

Illustration 15 
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Feed Inlet 

 

The Econ-O-Lift® is fitted with a rectangular nylon skirt that is supported and clamped between the 

inlet panel and the frame which is connected to the inlet chute.  The nylon skirt should make contact 

with the top edge of the buckets.  This feature is particularly recommended when the product is 

powdery and extremely free-flowing.  The skirt also serves to wipe the product off the bucket lips.  

Without a feed skirt, spillage may eventually lead to enough build-up in the casing to cause jamming 

(refer to the spare parts section, Load Unit Assembly drawing, item "P", Feed Skirt).     

 

It is also important that the transfer height from the feed arrangement, vibratory feeder, belt 

conveyor, etc., be kept to a minimum.  This will prevent excess spillage caused by the high velocity of 

materials entering the buckets.  This can also cause excessive dusting and possible eventual 

contamination of main chains (refer to Illustration No. 16,  Load Unit Feed Information). 

Illustration 16 
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Feeding the Econ-O-Lift®
 

 

The key to a successful application of the Econ-O-Lift® is in the feed arrangement.  The combination of 

bucket size and speed gives a maximum possible throughput for each Econ-O-Lift®.  Throughput is 

normally calculated at 80% of level bucket capacity, but 60% bucket fill is the recommended working 

capacity.  A fill level of 60% generally eliminates the possibility of spillage due to any rocking motion 

which occurs during movement.  When working close to maximum capacity, it is essential to spread the 

product evenly across the bucket.  If the feed rate exceeds the calculated throughput, even 

momentarily, over-filling of buckets may occur resulting in product spillage.  The Econ-O-Lift® itself 

cannot cope with a surge or dump feed of product.  The product must be applied at a controlled rate, 

ideally via a vibrator feeder or conveyor (information available on request).  If the possibility of surge 

exists, a surge hopper must be included with a controlled outlet, such as a slide gate.  As discussed 

earlier, it is also very important to minimize the drop height of the product into the Econ-O-Lift® (refer 

to Illustration No. 16, Load Unit Feed Information, and the section on Buckets for capacity chart and 

formula.)  
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Bucket Loading and Collapse Section 

 

To facilitate the free suspension of the buckets throughout the circuit, the buckets are pitched on one 

foot centers.  At the loading point, the buckets are brought together by collapsing the chains (refer to 

Illustration Nos. 3 & 4).  The drive is designed to push the chain into this area so the chain is in 

compression.  As the chain starts to enter this section, the chain track depth is increased.  The collapse 

pins in the chain, which protrude outward, are then guided up an inclined cam guide called the "lead-in 

casting" (refer to Illustration No. 17, Feed Inlet Chain Collapse Section, noting that these castings are 

prior to June 1993).  This lead-in casting causes the chain to fold up to approximately a 45° angle.  The 

angle of the collapse is controlled by "collapse dogs," limiting stops fabricated onto the chain links.  

When the chain is collapsed, the buckets are spaced on six-inch centers versus the normal one-foot 

centers in the remainder of the circuit.  This six-inch center spacing allows the lip on the leading 

bucket to overlap the bucket directly behind it.  It is very important to note that the lip on the buckets 

must trail the direction of the bucket travel through the loading section.  The chain and buckets return 

to a straight line as they exit this section guided by a cam guide called the "lead-out casting." 

 

At this point, the buckets return to the standard one foot center so that they are free to rotate 360° 

without interference from adjacent buckets. 

Illustration 17 
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Chain Adjustment 

 

The collapse section of the chain is controlled by keeping the chain tension properly adjusted (refer to 

Illustration No. 18, Chain Adjustment).  The Chain Adjustment illustration demonstrates how adjusting 

the tension unit either places more chain into or takes chain out of the collapse area.  This adjustment 

becomes easier to accomplish once you have spent hands on time with the equipment. 

 

 

Spillage 

 

Spillage may sometimes occur, depending upon the nature of the product, its feed rate, and machine 

adjustments.  Apart from product contamination, buildup of this spillage can lead to a lockup of the 

Econ-O-Lift®.  Spillage should be inspected for regularly.  Any excess material should be removed from 

the spill tray regularly.  The spill tray is located just below the feed inlet and can be completely 

removed.  A cut out is supplied on both sides of the load-unit so that the spill tray can be switched, on 

site, to the more suitable side (refer to the spare parts section on the Spill Tray, item "Q", Load Unit 

Assembly).  Should excess spillage occur frequently, its cause should be established and eliminated. 
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Adjusting the Interlocking Drive 

 

All Econ-O-Lift® applications do not require interlocking drives.  All plastic chain applications require 

the assembly to compensate for chain stretching. 

 

If your application requires an interlocking drive, it will be located on the first 90° corner unit, just past 

the feed inlet (refer to Illustration No. 15, Interlocking Drive Assembly).  The illustration will benefit as 

you read the following instructions. 

 

To adjust the interlocking drive you must first remove the chain guard from the assembly and 

familiarize yourself with the parts.  Then loosen the twelve (12) 5mm socket head cap screws in the 

Tru-Lock or Ringfeder hub located in the center sprocket.  This will allow a small amount of the main 

chain inside the elevator to run down the vertical tower, pushing more chain into the feed collapse 

area.  At this point, refer to Illustration No. 18, Chain Adjustment, to understand what we are trying to 

achieve by this.  The next step is to reach into the feed collapse area, grab a tie bar, and try to move 

the chain back and forth against the direction of travel, through the feed section.  If you can move the 

chain easily, an adjustment needs to be made at the tension frames on the elevator. 

 

Illustration 18 
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If necessary, adjust the tension frames by loosening the tension, which will allow more chain to push 

down the vertical tower and into the feed collapse area.  Adjustment, from this point on, will require 

two service technicians.  Continue to loosen these frames until you can no longer move the chain back 

and forth in the feed collapse area.  Once this is achieved, you will need a pry bar or, better yet, a 2-

by-4, which is less likely to damage the teeth on the plastic sprocket.  Position the bar as shown in 

Illustration No. 19 and force the main sprocket to turn clockwise.  This will start to pull some chain out 

of the feed collapse.  Continue to turn the sprocket clockwise, removing chain from the collapse area, 

until you can move the chain in the collapse area freely back and forth about one inch. 

 

At this point, hold everything steady and have the other serviceman tighten the bolts previously 

loosened in the Tru-Lock or Ringfeder.  Then, move back up to the main tension frames and turn the 

threaded rod so that chain tension is increased.  Remember that this adjustment will only apply chain 

tension between the interlocking drive and the tension unit and will not effect the feed collapse area.  

Do not over-tighten the chain.  Tighten it just enough to remove any slack, as the chain does not need 

to be extremely tight.  At this point, the system should be ready to start up. 

 

Please note that this adjustment will take some time and experience to understand and to develop the 

feed that is required.  If you should have any problems or questions, contact our Service Department at 

(704) 399-4501 and ask to speak with a Field Service Technician.   

Illustration 19 
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Discharge Rack Assemblies 

 

Product discharge from the buckets is achieved by using a simple rack and pinion arrangement.  Refer 

to Illustration No.'s 20 & 21 as you review this section.  The standard discharge or tipping rack is made 

of cast aluminum.  A cast iron hardened rack is offered in more harsh industrial applications. 

 

The discharge racks can be pneumatically operated or mounted rigidly in position as fixed racks.  As 

shown in Illustration 21, a pneumatic cylinder is utilized to move the rack up and down on demand.  

When energized, the solenoid valve releases air to the cylinder, which extends, forcing the rack down 

into the bucket path.  Fitted to the bucket trunnion is a tipping sprocket which, as the bucket passes 

by, engages the tipping rack, rotating the bucket 360°.  The discharge rack mounting plate is slotted for 

vertical alignment.  To check alignment, energize the rack into the engaged discharge position and 

index the elevator forward, until a bucket is in the center of the rack.  The mounting plate should be 

adjusted up until the tipping sprocket teeth and the rack teeth mesh half way on the tooth forms.  It is 

not necessary that the teeth fully mesh, as do most gears.  The parts will last longer if the teeth 

meshed about half way, as recommended above. 

 

Another important point with the pneumatic rack is to regulate the air to the solenoid valve to between 

40 & 60 psi.  Never exceed 60 psi!  Excessive air pressure will cause premature wear on all the 

components.  The solenoid valve also has two speed control valves, which may be adjusted to control 

the speed of the rack movement.  It is best to keep this movement as slow as possible while still 

achieving proper discharge. 

 

A fixed tipping rack, shown in Illustration 21, serves the same function as a pneumatic, but is always 

fixed in the engaged position.  Fixed tipping racks are utilized only where the complete circuit of 

buckets needs to discharge, at a given point, on every pass. 

 

It is imperative that a fixed rack be installed on the return side of the circuit prior to the buckets 

returning to a fill station.  This will ensure that all the buckets are empty and can be refilled with out 

an overload and spillage situation.  
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Illustration 20 

Illustration 21 
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Tipping Disc 

 

Applications that require only a single discharge point can be handled by using a tipping disc (refer to 

Illustration No. 22, Tipping Disc).  It is important to point out that a tipping disc can only be installed 

where the top run is traveling toward the terminal sprocket assembly.  The disc is supported with four 

boss extensions from the inside of one of the terminal sprockets.  The disc is of a split design and can 

be installed or maintained without removing the main shaft.  As the chain pulls the buckets into the 

terminal sprocket, the leveling cam on the bucket trunnions lays tangent to the disc.  As the shaft and 

sprocket rotate, the bucket is held in position and inverted.  This results in a clean, smooth discharge.  

In this application, the molded tipping sprockets are not required on the buckets. 

Illustration 22 
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Stopped Shaft Indicator 

 

To further protect the elevator from surge feeds and spillage of product, it is recommended to fit the 

Econ-O-Lift® with an optional stopped shaft indicator, also referred to as a motion detector.  These are 

typically mounted on an idler shaft which 

will sense revolution of the shaft (refer to 

Illustration No. 23, Stopped Shaft 

Indicator Mounting).  If, for any reason, 

the elevator should jam, or simply stop 

running,  the signal from the stopped 

shaft indicator could be used to trigger a 

shut-down sequence.  The power to the 

elevator motor would be cut, then power 

to the feeding device, and so on down the 

line. 

 

This would protect the equipment from 

damage as well as minimize the amount of product loss that would occur with a surge feed.  The 

Illustrations shown cover our standard Telemecanique switch.  Custom arrangements can be offered on 

a request basis to utilize component brands of your choice. 

Ilustration 23 

Illustration 24 
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Econ-O-Lift® Maintenance 

 

Proper maintenance is essential to the Econ-O-Lift's® operation and performance.  It is recommended 

that maintenance personnel review this manual to understand its contents and that a copy of it be 

stored where it is readily available for reference. 

 

Recommended Maintenance Schedule 

The Econ-O-Lift® should be inspected regularly, particularly the feeding system to the elevator.  The 

feed arrangement is the most crucial element in the smooth operation of the elevator.  The feeding 

system must provide at all times a controlled, accurate volume of material into the buckets. 

 

It is suggested that the elevator be inspected each week and at regular intervals.  Initially the elevator 

should be checked and adjusted after the first 20 to 40 hours of operation.  The following list will serve 

as a maintenance guide: 

 

DAILY 
1) Check feeder flow and throughput. 

2) Check that the spill tray is empty and free of build-up. 

3) Check that the discharge racks are operating on call and/or that the fixed rack is aligned. 

4) Check that the power transmission drive, chain alignment, and tension are in good order. 

5) Check that the torque limiter is not slipping.  Note that the clutch may need adjustment after 
the initial 20 to 40 hours of running as the machine parts bed in. 

 
WEEKLY 
1) Check that the main chain is collapsing smoothly at the load point.  This is controlled with 

adjustments to the chain tensioner assemblies.  If this is not carried out, then too many 
collapsed links will jam up the load unit (refer to Illustration No. 18, Chain Adjustment). 

2) Check that all tipping racks are operating smoothly and all linkages are secure. 

3) Check that all buckets and tie bars are secure.  Note that if any cotter pins are broken or 
missing, there is most likely a sprocket centerline problem.  For example, if the sprocket 
centers are too wide, the chain will spread and shear the cotter pins. 

4) Inspect the elevator casing for material build-up, etc.  Clean out where necessary. 

5) Lubricate the main drive power transmission chain. 

6) If an automatic chain lubricator is installed, check the fill level.  This unit is supplied with a 
warning light to signal low level.  Capacity of the unit is five gallons. 

 
After the initial break-in period, it is not anticipated that much adjustment will be necessary at the 

weekly inspections, but it is only by regular inspections that potential trouble may be spotted.  The 

main issues are to ensure that the unit has a controlled feed, that tipping racks are working smoothly 

and that the main chain is properly adjusted and lubricated. 
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Lubrication 

 

The subject of lubrication is of extreme importance in any system or equipment.  Regular lubrication is 

essential for the operational life and performance of the equipment.  In the case of bucket and chain 

elevator/conveyors, lubrication is looked upon generally as undesirable by most engineers.  It is 

assumed that the chains are in contact with the product being conveyed, which would result in  product 

contamination, damage to the chains, or both.  This assumption is incorrect when using an Econ-O-

Lift®.  Contamination will not occur, provided that the chains are not over-lubricated.  In the past 

several years, the Econ-O-Lift® has been involved in handling a very wide range of products, from highly 

abrasive materials to sticky and dusty materials that normally present problems in lubricants. 
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Main Chain Lubrication 

 

The quantity and type of lubrication permissible will vary.  Whenever possible, we recommend the use 

of the KLS automatic lubricating unit.  This is an optional accessory unit that can be added to your 

system at a later date if not purchased initially (refer to Illustration No. 25, Chain Lubricator).  The unit 

is available with a built in programmable controller which counts the chain links as they pass by, 

allowing it to lubricate at precise intervals.  KLS has worked with Gough to formulate a special 

lubricant called KF-39.  This lubricant is FDA approved for incidental food contact environments.  It 

evaporates very quickly leaving a dry silicone film residue.  This cuts down on the possibility of 

attracting dust particles or product to the chains, which could gum up, contaminate, or even lock up 

the chains. 

 

The KLS lubricator can be used in most applications.  However, if an application mandates that no 

extraneous lubrication is permissible, we recommend the use of "Rocol" chain drive spray. 

 

Where very difficult products are encountered, such as detergents, nitrates, or fine powders, we have 

found that by installing an air cleaning feature (air blast), the product can be kept from the chain joints 

and links.  These optional air blast stations are fitted to the system to allow regulated air to blow 

through "fan" nozzles and onto the chain.  These stations can be mounted in most any position in the 

elevator circuit. 

 

The principle of keeping the chains clean with air pressure, followed by lubrication application, then 

further air cleaning, will provide the correct circumstances for sound and long operation.  The life of 

the chain is determined by how well it is maintained. 

Illustration 25 
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Specific Notes 

 

· Air Blast Chain Cleaner  - Operates at 20 to 40 psi, dry air 

 

· KLS Auto Lubricator  - Equipped with 5 gal. reservoir 

- 120 Volt, 3 Phase 

- KF-39 lubricant recommended on all food environment 

  applications 

- KF-100 lubricant recommended on high temperature               

 applications 

- KF-270 lubricant recommended in low temperature and some  

  food applications (does not evaporate quickly) 

 

Drive Component Maintenance 

  

Gear Reducer: 

Browning gear reducers are accurately adjusted and tested at the factory and need no 

maintenance, other than proper lubrication, for good service life. 

 

Lubrication Instructions 

Using the correct amount of oil is critical.  Too little or too much oil can cause 

overheating and rapid wear of gears, bearings, and seals.  The approximate amount of 

oil required is specified on the lubrication name plate attached to the reducer housing. 

 

Filling The Gear Reducer 

Place the gear reducer in the desired operating position and, with the unit not running, 

remove the breather plug and the oil level plug.  Fill slowly through the breather hole 

until oil begins to drain from the oil level hole.  If lubricant cannot be pumped into the 

unit, a street ell in the breather hole will be helpful.  Allow oil to settle for a few 

minutes, check again, and replace oil level pug.  Remove street ell, if used, and replace 

breather plug. 

 

Recommend Lubricants And Operating Temperatures 

When a worm gear is operated, heat is generated.  A gear case temperature of 200°F is 

not uncommon for units operating in normal ambient temperatures.  No damage will 
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result from this temperature if the gear reducer is operated at rated capacity and the 

proper oil is used.  Below are some recommend oils: 

60-125°°°°F (AGMA comp No. 8) 

Amoco  Amoco Cylinder Oil 155T 

Chevron Chevron OC Turbin Oil 680X 

Exxon  Cylesstic TK680 

Gulf  Transgear Lub. EP175 

Mobil  600W Super Cylinder Oil 

Molub-Alloy M/A 322 

Phillips  Hector Oil Grade 3000S 

Shell  Valvata K680 

Sunoco Sunoco Gear Oil 8C 

Texaco  Honor Cylinder Oil 

Union  Worm Gear Lube 140 

 

15-60°°°°F (AGMA Comp No. 7) 

Amoco  Amoco Cylinder Oil 145D 

Chevron Chevron OC Turbin Oil 460X 

Exxon  Cylesstic TK 460 

Gulf  Transgear Lub. EP140 

Mobil  600W Cylinder Oil 

Molub-Alloy M/A 323 

Phillips  Hector Oil Grade 2000S 

Shell  Valvatta J460 

Sunoco  Sunoco Gear Oil 7C 

Texaco  Vanguard Cylinder Oil 

Union  Steval B110 

Relubrication 

Service life and gear efficiency are affected by oxidation and contamination of the 

lubricating oil.  Improved performance is obtained by periodic relubrication after the 

initial two week operating period.  Drain the oil while warm, flush the gear case with a 

light weight (5 or 10W) mineral oil, and refill to proper level with fresh recommended 

oil. For normal operating conditions, relubricate again after one month and thereafter 

at four month intervals.  If the unit is operating under abnormally high ambient 

temperatures, in an unusual contaminating atmosphere, or for longer than eight hours 

per day, relubricate more frequently. 
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Storage 

The inside of the gear reducer has been completely coated with a rust preventative oil. 

 If the housing is not going into service for an extended period of time, completely fill 

the housing with the recommended oil.  Before operation, drain excess oil to the 

correct operating level.  Reducers should be stored in a heated room that has a 

relatively even temperature and humidity. 

 

Drive Chain: 

The drive chain should be coated with a heavy grease periodically.  Determine by visual 

inspection and grease if necessary approximately once a month. 

 

Alignment 

The drive chain should always be in the best alignment position possible, both 

horizontally and vertically.  Use a straight edge, laid across the driven and drive 

sprockets to ensure that they are properly aligned.  If the sprockets are not properly 

aligned, the drive chain can destroy the sprockets in a matter of a few hours.  Daily 

visual inspection is extremely important. 

 

Tensioning 

The chain should be reasonably tight, with 1/4" to 3/8" of movement considered to be 

acceptable.  Over-tensioning the chain will decrease the life of the chain sprockets.  

The tensioners supplied allow for some chain stretchage and shock loading.  The chain 

should be retensioned after approximately 30-40 hours bed-in time.  Always perform 

this task with the machine not running and power shut off.  The chain guard must be 

repositioned before any start-up. 

 

Shaft Bearings: 

All shaft bearings are lubricated for life by the manufacturer.  Note, however, that if 

the machine is washed down, the shaft bearings should be relubricated. 

  

Tension Bearings And Take-Up Frames: 

The bearings are lubricated for life by the manufacturer. 
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Screw Tension Rods 

Screw tension rods should be coated with a heavy grease on the open threads and the 

slide surface of the frame.  Periodic visual checks should be performed to inspect for 

uncoated areas which could result in rust. 

 

Torque Limiter: 

The torque limiter or slipping clutch is primarily a friction type protection device which 

may be adjusted to automatically slip at predetermined loads and reengage when the 

overload is relieved.  The slipping load is adjusted by the screwed locking collar. 

 

Adjustment 

Final adjustment of the torque limiter should be performed with the equipment 

carrying a normal load, by loosening the ring until full load is being transmitted without 

slip.  The ring should then be tightened slightly beyond this point and locked by means 

of the screw provided.  (Note:  While adjusting the torque limiter, turn the machine 

off, so that it will also be adjusted for start-up.)  

 

Facings 

The pressure applied above, through the screwed collar, is transmitted through to the 

friction facings, which actually allow or prevent the slip.  These must not come in 

contact with any lubricants or failure to drive will occur.  The facings should be 

replaced after any contact with lubricants. 
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Standard Sprocket & Shaft Assemblies 

(Utilizing B-Hub Sprockets and Parallel Keys) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keyed Sprockets 

Key 

Set Screw 
B-Hub Style 
Sprockets 
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Main Chain Sprockets 

(Standard and Various Options) 

 

Gough Standard B-Hub Style 

Optional Cross Keyed Style 

Optional Split Hub Style Optional Q1-Bushing Style 
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Steel Chain Tie Bars 

(Design Change Notice – Adopted Change in 1996) 
 
 

Tie bars are used to simply keep the twin chains parallel and to maintain the proper chain centers. The tie 

bars are assembled onto the chain on one foot centers. The diagram shown below illustrates them clearly. 

 

Old Style: 

Note the ends had to be turned down to fit the old chain that was manufactured in England. 

Look at the side bars of your chain; if it stamped Renold made in UK, then your unit requires 

these old style tie bars: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Style: 

The ends do not have to be turned down. They simply maintain the 5/16” body diameter for 

the full length: 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard twin 
chain assembly 

Steel chain 

Plate stop 

Tie bar pin 

Bucket pin 

Collapse pin 

Tie bar 
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Leveling Cams 

(Design Change Notice – Adopted Change in 1996) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Note: 
 
If you have an older Econ-o-lift and your considering replacing your leveling cams. It is recommended 

that you change all the cams out for the new style at the same time. If you are attempting to run both 

styles simultaneously then refer to the next page for leveling bar adjustments. 

 

Old Style 

New Style 

Old style has parallel sides 
and a keyway. 
Dwg. Ref. SEC0251A 

New style has a tapered tail. 
On steel cams the key is 
inverted and is part of the 
cam.  
Dwg. Ref. SEC1744A
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How to Adjust Leveling Bars for New Tapered Cams 

(Design Change Notice – Adopted Change in 1996) 
 
 
The new leveling cams have a 3° tapered tail which causes the buckets to lean forward when entering 

the fill section. This allows the buckets to lip over each other more effectively. Leave the bottom bar 

alone if the buckets are currently lipping well. Install a bucket with the new style tapered cam and 

index it to the beginning of the leveling bars. Remove the two bolts retaining the top bar then index 

the elevator forward until the new bucket and cam are in position. Now fit the top bar back in position 

by adding flat washers under the bar to raise it up until you’ve achieved the desired gap of 1/8”  

clearance between the tail of the cam and the leveling bar, as shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upper Bar Adjustment Bolts 
Upper Leveling Bar 

New style 
tapered cams 

Old style cams 

Lower Leveling Bar 

Lower bar adjustment bolts 
(Leave bottom bar adjusted 
to suit the old style cams as 
shown) 

See enlarged 
detail 

Econ-O-Lift  Load Section Cross Section 
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Straight Nozzle Air Blast Cleaner System 

(Old Style) 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Chain 

Bucket 

Chain 
Centerline 

Bucket 

Chain 

Air 
Inlet 

Side View Detail 
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Windjet Airblast Chain Cleaner System 

(New Style as of 1996) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chain 
Centerline 

Side View Detail 

Chain 

Windjet 
Delivery 
Nozzles

Air 
Inlet 

Bucket 

Bucket 
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Standard Stopped Shaft Indicator 

Mounting Position for Econ-O-Lift  

 
 

 

 

Typical location 
Bottom corner unit 

Standard stopped shaft 
indicator mounting position 
(See illustration 24 in the back 
of this manual for the standard 
Telemechanique detector 
wiring diagram) 
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Heavy Duty Interlocking Drive 

Assembly for 2” Shafts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

1. All “plastic chain” Econ-O-Lifts  are equipped with an interlocking drive, designed to 

control the fill section and compensate for chain stretch. 

2. Steel chain Econ-O-Lifts  in special applications may have an interlocking drive, particularly 

when employing an extended load unit. 

3. For actual part numbers refer to your recommended parts list. 

 

Backing 
Plate 

Flange 
Bearing 

Fixed 
Flange 
Tightener

Chainguard 

Roller 
Chain 

Tru-Lok or 
Ringfeder 

Location 
Bottom Corner 
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Standard Interlocking Drive 

Assembly for 1 1/2” Shafts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

1. All “plastic chain” Econ-O-Lifts  are equipped with an interlocking drive, designed to 

control the fill section and compensate for chain stretch. 

2. Steel chain Econ-O-Lifts  in special applications may have an interlocking drive, particularly 

when employing an extended load unit. 

3. For actual part numbers refer to your recommended parts list. 

 

Location 
Bottom Corner 

Chain Guard 

Roller Chain 

Flange 
Bearing 

Idler 

Flange 
Bearing 

Tru-Lock or 
Ringfeder 

Tensioner 

Sprocket 
Mounting 
Plate
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SECTION 

(D) 

RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS/ 
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SECTION 

(E) 
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Steel Chain Tie Bars 

Design Change Notice – Adopted Change in 1996) 
 
 

Tie bars are used to simply keep the twin chains parallel and to maintain the proper chain centers. The tie 

bars are assembled onto the chain on one foot centers. The diagram shown below illustrates them clearly. 

 

 

 

Old Style: 

Note the ends had to be turned down to fit the old chain that was manufactured in England. 

Look at the side bars of your chain; if it stamped Renold made in UK, then your unit requires 

these old style tie bars: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Style: 

The ends do not have to be turned down. They simply maintain the 5/16” body diameter for 

the full length: 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard twin 
chain assembly 

Steel chain 

Plate stop 

Tie bar pin 

Bucket pin 

Collapse pin 

Tie bar 
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